
Hello Again!  

 

This week our letter is N. I will be posting a video of letter formation, phonetics, and sign 

language to Instagram. Have them practice this a little each day. You can also come up with your 

own Word Wall at home - see how many words they can come up that start with the "nnnn" 

sound.  

 

This week we were going to review number recognition, formation, and order.  

 

I have attached a zip file with some optional worksheets including: 

• 1-20 Cut & Glue 

• Dot Marker Number Practice (can also be used with crayons or markers!) 

• Monster Number I Spy 

• Name 10 Frame Activity 

• Number Practice Worksheets 

• Letter N Sound Picture Find 

These are ALL optional and meant only as a guide. We would not have done all of these in class! 

Pick and choose what they would like to do :)  

 

I have also attached a file with the name writing worksheets we sometimes utilized for practice. 

Just select your class and your child's name.  

 

Lastly, I attached the journal paper that we use each month. You can use this to keep practicing 

those early writing and creative thinking skills! This could also make a great "quarantine journal" 

to look back on :) Write a prompt on the top line such as "Today I played...", "My favorite thing 

to do at the park is...", "My favorite food is....", etc. They know to color a picture of their response 

in the blank space and then attempt to sound out the words on the lines at the bottom. At this 

age we do NOT focus on correct spelling, rather the sounds they are hearing (phonetic spelling). 

Ex - they draw a pizza. If we sound out pizza we are hearing P-E-T-S-U. Or pancake, we hear "P-

A-N-C-A-C" or "P-A-N-K-A-K". Both are correct! We are simply connecting those sounds to a 

letter and remembering the formation of letters.  

 

Again, this is all extra material! If they have zero interest in sitting down and doing a worksheet, 

that is OKAY! Bake with them. Drive around town and ask them what letters and colors they see 

or play I Spy. Color a picture. Pull up Cosmic Kids Yoga or preschool movement songs on 

YouTube.  

 

Please let me know if you have any questions! 

 

Ms. Tiffany    
 


